Standards Review and Revision
Third Committee Meeting Summary

September 22, 2017

Visual Arts Committee

Meeting Summary

Committee Chair: Connie Stewart
Committee Members present: Vanessa Hayes-Quintana, Erica Wernsmann, Capucine Chapman, Annalee Couch, Diane Wright, Rachael Delaney, Dale Zalmstra, Christine Loehr

AM Focus: Visual Arts committee generated a list of outstanding questions and areas where the committee needed to come to consensus. The committee:

- Reviewed Grade Level Expectations and Evidence Outcomes for both vertical and horizontal PreK-12 alignment to the updated Prepared Graduate Competencies

PM Focus: Visual Arts committee members continued their discussion from the morning around the consensus items. The committee:

- Agreed on the use of a consistent structure for the right side of the standards document which will include an overarching heading of Essential Skills and Discipline Literacy: Inquiry and Relevance, Meaning Making, and Learning Experience and Transfer.
- Began revising right sight of document in grade level teams.
- Whole group check of alignment and consistency of right side PK-12.

Fourth Committee Meeting Next Steps

For the next meeting of the Visual Arts committee on January 12, 2018, committee members will have:

- Posted the first draft of the proposed revisions to the PreK-12 Visual Art Standards, and
- Began to review public feedback on their proposed revisions.